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Showcase demonstrations of AI and robotics applications
with transformational potential. Meet the innovators, the
developers, the creators and their creations, and see
what’s breaking business boundaries right here right now. 

Artie the RoboThespian 
A highly interactive, life-size humanoid robot developed by the UK’s Engineered
Arts to interact with humans in public spaces.  We’ll demonstrate Artie’s easy
programming and show off his talent for entertainment and interaction.

Eddie – getting ahead 
A work-in-progress muscular-skeletal robot built by Oxford Brookes PhD
students to show how robots can mimic human movement.  We’ll demonstrate
his unique ‘human’ biology – from motorized spine to pneumatic muscles.  With
a prototype link to IBM Watson, Eddie will answer your questions –
come for a chat.

Baxter – industrial strength 
A highly flexible industrial robot developed by Rethink
Robotics that’s already at work on production lines
across North America and Europe.  We’ll demonstrate
the safety features that allow Baxter to work alongside
humans in mixed workforces. 

Nao – small but perfectly formed
A highly programmable humanoid robot produced
by Japanese company Softbank already working in
education, leisure and domestic homes. We’ll
demonstrate his emotive interaction skills and
connect him to IBM’s Watson to answer questions
from the crowd.

Pepper the humanoid robot 
The first personal and emotional humanoid robot
developed by SoftBank Robotics. Pepper
communicates the same way you do, through voice
and gestures. We’ll demonstrate his capability to
interact with humans in a natural and intuitive way. 

AI-in-action
- The Terrace

Meet the robots

DRYiCE – autonomics and orchestration
Four key aspects of the DRYiCE autonomics and orchestration solution from HCL Technologies that uses AI,
robotics, machine learning and predictive analytics to help organisations achieve automation for lean and
simplified operations.
•    Lucy – the smart virtual assistant that uses cognitive computing to provide low-cost 24hour service desk 
      support.
•    iAutomate – combined process, people and technologies that automate service provider operations and 
      support team efficiencies.
•    IllumInfo – extracting and automating insights from data to drive strategic decision making.
•    IntelliVerse – a dialog driven platform for customer communication across multiple messaging and 
      virtual assistance channels, powered by AI, natural language processing and machine learning.

Headstart
A revolutionary recruiting tool that matches students to internships and graduate opportunities, using
machine learning algorithms to predict suitability.   Headstart creates a detailed ‘fingerprint’ for every
student, amalgamating personality, interests, skills and contextual background, as well as traditional
criteria. It then ranks candidates by order of percentage match to a role.  This allows Recruiters to spend
their time more efficiently, reviewing those candidates who are best suited to a given role first, and
therefore freeing resources that can be used to find candidates who would not ordinarily get a chance to
shine. Headstart seeks to remove unconscious bias, where a recruiter cannot.

Creative Virtual
Take a look at the science of conversation with live demonstrations of Creative Virtual’s award-winning
customer engagement technology.  Its unique backing of natural language virtual assistants (V-Person™)
with a flexible knowledge management, workflow management and business intelligence reporting
platform (V-Portal™) enables organisations to harness the power of AI and smart machines to improve the
customer experience, build brand loyalty and increase sales while also reducing support costs.

   Get some virtual assistance
     We’ll feature the latest virtual assistant
     applications including:
     •  Lucy from DRYiCE
     •  V-Person™ from Creative Virtual
     •  Legal Assistants from Riverview Law

Meet the advisors
Ember Business Services group
Ember helps organisations get more from their customer engagements, the partners they use to manage
them and the technologies they deploy. With an unashamedly commercial focus, Ember achieves tangible
business benefits that deliver a material impact – building customer loyalty and retention, increasing net
customer value and market share, and driving down the costs and risks of customer management.  Ember
is advising organisations on the potential of new technologies for their customer operations and on the
ideal blend of artificial and human intelligence.

Investigate applications


